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BUYING WOOD MADE EASY
LumberTECH is a wood exporting company based in Costa Rica with the mission to make it

easy and safe for our customers to buy the best quality wood while practicing a
sustainable, socially responsible, trust based business culture.



WE RESPECT
YOUR TIME
We enable our trusted clients a platform
to order wood directly from our website
where we display our updated prices and
latest information. Receive your order
request confirmation within 12 hours and
utilize our 24 Hour line for negotiations
and detailed information requests.  

WE THINK LONG-TERM.



FROM THE ROOT TO YOUR DOOR
What differentiates us from other wood
providers is that we handle 100% of the
trade process from the moment the wood
is cut until it is delivered FOB or CIF to your
port of choice. Our in-house sourcing experts
put our teak farms through the toughest
quality checks before acquisition.

The harvesting and transportation of the
logs is handled by our highly trained team,

ensuring a highest quality end product
acquired through safe and sustainable

practices.
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TEAK
Harvested from the pacific region of Costa Rica
our Grade A teak wood meets the highest quality
standards and phytosanitary regulations.
We guarantee a crack, fungus and pinhole free
product with all the respective documentation
and certificates.

Our teak wood is used in different industries all
around the world. From door frames in New Delhi
to mega-yacht decks in Monaco, LumberTECH has
the best teak for your needs.

We offer our teak in any format you require.
   - Round & Square Logs
   - Precut Beams



Melina
Our locally sourced melina wood is being used around the world in the furniture, car,

instrument and prosthesis industries. Thousands of tonnes of cargo around the world
are transported daily on melina pallets made from our wood. Our melina wood is

your best option for industrial and manufacturing needs.

OVER 5.3 MILLION MELINA
PALLETS PRODUCED IN

COSTA RICA IN 2008
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LumberTECH
+506 7106 1598

info@lumbertechnologies.com
www.lumbertechnologies.com

Residencial Montenegro, 20101 Alajuela
Costa Rica


